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Anomalous frequency pulling in the photorefractive oscillators

Ramon Herrero* and Daniel Hennequin
Laboratoire de Physique des Lasers, Atomes et Mole´cules, Unite´ mixte du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique,
Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches Lasers et Applications, Baˆtiment P5, Universite´ des Sciences et Technologies de Lille,

F-59655 Villeneuve d’Ascq Cedex, France
~Received 22 February 1999!

The emission frequency of an optical oscillator is not, in general, the cavity frequency, because it results
from a compromise between the cavity and the material~atom, crystal! frequencies: this phenomenon is known
as frequency pulling. We study in this paper the mechanisms leading to frequency pulling in oscillators with
photorefractive gain~OPG!, and compare them with those of lasers. We find that because the pulling in OPG
does not depend explicitly on the empty cavity mode frequency, behaviors different from those observed in
lasers are obtained. In particular, for a given set of parameters, the frequency pulling has a constant sign, so
that the emission frequency is always larger~or smaller! than the maximum gain frequency. This leads to the
counterintuitive effect that, in some conditions, the emitted intensity could decrease as the losses are decreased.
@S1050-2947~99!09908-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of spatiotemporal dynamics and transve
pattern formations in active systems, studies have been
ized not only on lasers but also on oscillators with photo
fractive gain~OPG! @1–6#. The latter presents the main a
vantage of very long characteristic times, leading
dynamics in the range of a few hertz. This simplifies grea
the detection and the analysis of the spatiotemporal dyn
ics. OPG are used in many other fields, as they offer g
properties for pattern recognition devices, mass memo
and image processing@7#. In spite of a gain process funda
mentally different, large analogies between lasers and O
have been emphasized, leading, e.g., to model the OPG
class-A laser@8#.

However, deep differences exist in the involved pr
cesses, in particular in the frequency domain. Indeed,
cause of its very narrow gain bandwidth~only a few Hz!, the
OPG emits always at the same frequency~within a few
hertz!, and, therefore, a huge frequency pulling is requir
for oscillation. We show in this paper that these propert
lead to some original behaviors of the OPG, fundament
different from that of the laser. We show in particular tha
decrease of the losses may lead to a decreasing of the em
intensity, and that frequency pulling can take values lar
than the frequency interval between transverse modes.
give in this paper experimental evidence of these atyp
behaviors.

The paper is organized as follows: after this introductio
the second part is devoted to the description of the exp
mental setup. The third part derives some properties of
frequency pulling in the OPG from a model previously d
veloped@9#. Finally, Sec. IV describes the experimental o
servations and their interpretation as a consequence o
properties described in Sec. III.

*Present address: Dept. de Fisica, Universitat Auto`noma de Bar-
celona, E-08193 Bellaterra, Spain.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The photorefractive oscillator is constituted by a ring ca
ity ~lengthL51.34 m! with a BSO (Bi12SO20) photorefrac-
tive crystal as an amplifier. The cavity is limited by thre
plane mirrors and a beam splitter with 90% reflection, us
as an external coupler~Fig. 1!. We used a cavity with four
mirrors because it corresponds to a simpler distribution
cavity eigenmodes~in a cavity with an odd number of mir
rors, a geometrical phase introduces a dependence of
mode frequency on the mode symmetry!. The cavity is sta-
bilized by a lens~focal length f 51 m!, and its transverse
size is ruled by an iris. The beam waist (w050.4 mm! is
located inside the crystal, and the distance between the
and the crystal is small in comparison with the Raylei

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The cavity is limited by the mirro
M and the beam splitter BX.L1 is a lens that geometrically stab
lizes the cavity, while the irisI rules the Fresnel number. The ang
u51.5° between the pump and the cavity axis has been chose
optimize the gain.L2 is a set of lens to image the pattern on t
CCD camera. The pictures are recorded on a video recorder~VCR!
and/or processed on a computer~PC!. A voltageV is applied on the
crystal to increase the gain. The other beam splitters~BS! allow us
to make interferences between the intracavity signal and the pu
in order to perform a heterodyne detection.
1679 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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1680 PRA 60RAMON HERRERO AND DANIEL HENNEQUIN
length~typically 8 cm against 94 cm!, so that the iris is in the
near field area. The gain in the BSO crystal is obtained
two-wave mixing with a pump beam provided by a fr
quency doubled Nd31-YAG laser ~wavelengthl5532 nm,
intensity about 10 mW/cm2): the optical grating created b
interference between the pump beam and the intraca
beam induces an electric charge grating, which itself indu
an index grating with a phase shiftf with the optical grating.
The maximum gain is obtained forf5p/2. In the BSO,
phase-shift value is adjusted with a dc electric field appl
to the crystal. Therefore, the gain is linearly related with
applied electric field, which can reach 1 kV/mm in our e
periments, corresponding to a typical linear gain of 10. N
that the gain curve is detuned from the pumping freque
np : the maximum gain frequencyn0 is such thatDn0p5n0
2np takes values between 1 and 4 Hz, depending on
pump power~Fig. 2!. At the startup of the oscillator, th
intracavity beam intensityI s is zero except for the diffusion
of the pump in the crystal. Thus the signal is construc
from this diffusion noise.

The signal pattern emitted by such an oscillator can
interpreted through the eigenmodes of the empty cav
namely the Hermite-Gauss~HG! or the Laguerre-Gauss~LG!
modes@1#. Each mode is associated with its longitudinal i
dex k and its transverse indicesm and n ~respectively,p, l,
and i! for HG ~respectively, LG! modes. In the following,
HG ~respectively, LG! modes will be notedHmn ~respec-
tively, Apli). The frequency separation between two mod
with successivek and identical transverse indices is the fr
spectral rangeDnL5c/L, wherec is the light velocity. The
frequency of a transverse mode is ruled by the family ind
q5m1n ~respectively,q52p1 l ) for HG ~respectively,
LG! modes. The frequency separation between two mo
with successive q and same k is DnT

5DnL /p arccosA12L/2f . The ratioRn5DnL /DnT plays a
main role in the dynamics of the oscillator and may be
justed by changingL or f. Note that astigmatism changes th
frequency of modes and, therefore, lifts the degeneracy
modes with sameq. Because of the high level of losses in th
cavity ~typically 75% by round trip!, the resonance width o
each mode, i.e., the cavity linewidthDnC , is very large:
DnC.50 MHz.

As modes with higherq are more spatially extended, th
modes effectively emitted by the oscillator depend on
transverse size. This size, fixed by the iris inserted in
cavity, is measured through the Fresnel numberNF , with

NF5S a

wa
D 2

,

FIG. 2. Illustration of the different frequencies involved in th
OPG. np is the pump frequency andn0 the maximum gain fre-
quency.nq is the empty cavity mode frequency, whilen is the
active frequency corresponding tonq .
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wherea is the iris aperture andwa is the beam size at the iri
(wa.w0). In our cavity,NF may take values up to 150, bu
we focus here on small values, typically up to 30.

The gain bandwidthDn of the OPG is only a few Hz,
leading to dynamics time scale of the order of 1 s. Therefo
the detection of the spatial patterns may be done throug
standard video camera.

The long time scale of the acquisition processes ma
primordial the stability of the cavity. To realize the expe
ments described here, we have used an active stabilizatio
the cavity: a counterpropagating control beam with an int
sity 102 to 103 smaller than the main signal beam and w
normal field polarization as compared to the latter is int
duced in the cavity. This control beam interferes with a r
erence beam, leading to an interference pattern monito
the cavity length. A lock-in amplifier is then used to genera
an error signal that compensates for the fluctuations of
cavity length by moving one of the mirrors of the cavi
through a piezoelectric translator. The control beam com
from the pump laser, so that the possible frequency shif
the later is also compensated.

It is easy with such a system to measure the emiss
frequencyn or the phase of the fields. A heterodyne dete
tion is achieved by mixing the pump and the intracavity s
nals. If the pump field phase is taken as a reference,
resulting field is

Er~x,y,t !5Ep~x,y!ei2pnpt1E~x,y!ei2pnteiw ~1!

leading to a detected intensity:

I r5I p1I 12EpE cos@2p~n2np!t1w#, ~2!

whereEp and E ~respectively,I p and I! are the pump and
intracavity fields~respectively, intensities!, while w is the
phase of the intracavity field. It appears from Eq.~2! that the
time-dependent part of the intensity provides the freque
difference between the pump and intracavity signal frequ
cies, while the phase of the intracavity field can be dedu
from snapshots of the interference pattern.

III. FREQUENCY PULLING

As the gain bandwidth of the OPG is very narrow,
emission frequency always remains within a few hertz of
maximum gain frequencyn0, whatever the cavity length
This can be obtained if, as in lasers, frequency pulling sh
the emission frequencyn from the empty cavity mode fre
quency nq in the direction ofn0 ~Fig. 2!. However, this
frequency pulling plays here a much more important r
than in lasers, asn is very close ton0. Let us remember tha
in lasers, the relation between the effective emission
quencyn of a mode and the empty cavity mode frequencynq
is given by

n2nq5~n02nq!DnC /Dn, ~3!

where DnC and Dn are, respectively, the cavity and ga
linewidth. Note that if this expression was applied to t
OPG, we would find a large frequency pulling, since expe
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PRA 60 1681ANOMALOUS FREQUENCY PULLING IN THE . . .
mentally, values ofDnC are very large. However, previou
theoretical works show that frequency pulling in the OPG
given by @9#

Dnq5n2nq5
1

2td

Cq

Sq
, ~4!

with

Cq5E
0

l

dz F~z!cos@cq~z!2cq~0!1f#, ~5a!

Sq5E
0

l

dz F~z!sin@cq~z!2cq~0!1f#, ~5b!

F~z!5
I 0~z!AI q~z!

I 0~z!1 f qI q~z!
. ~5c!

td is the cavity lifetime andl is the length of the crystal. The
z axis is the propagation axis, with its origin at the input
the crystal.I 0 andI q are, respectively, the pump beam inte
sity and theq-mode intracavity intensity.cq(z) is the phase
of the q-mode electric field whilef q is a constant, which
depends on the transverse profile of the mode. In the foll
ing, we will use f q51 for simplicity, as we discuss esse
tially the monomode case and because the profile b
shape does not change the qualitative behavior of the O
For the sake of clarity in the following discussion,Dnq is
normalized to the free spectral range,

Dn q̄5
Dnq

DnL
5
P
2

Cq

Sq
, ~6!

whereP is the cavity loss coefficient.
The main—and most surprising—characteristics of E

~6! is that frequency pulling in OPG appears not to depe
explicitly on the frequency of the empty cavity mode, or
the maximum gain frequency of the crystal, but only on t
intensity and phase of pump and modeq. This is a funda-
mental difference of OPG with lasers. In the latter, the f
quency pulling vanishes as the cavity detuningd5nq2n0
goes to zero, and it increases asd increases: frequency pull
ing always reducesun2n0u. In the former, as frequency pull
ing does not depend on cavity detuning, its action onun
2n0u cannot be directly predicted. However, it appears
Eqs.~4! and~5! that in the OPG,Dnq depends on the pum
and mode intensities, and on the mode phase. Moreover
phasecq(z) is essentially proportional toI q(z)/I q(0) @9# and
I q(z) is related toI q(0). Therefore, all parameters bein
fixed, Dnq appears to depend exclusively on the mode int
sity I q(0). From this relation, it is possible to evaluate th
active frequency as a function of the detuning. In the n
paragraphs, we derive this relation and some other fun
mental properties of OPG emission mechanisms.

We use the approximations proposed in@9#. The first one
concerns the space evolution of the intensities in the crys
Introducing as in @9# the lossless intensitiesI 0,q(z)
5 Ī 0,q(z)e2az, wherea is the absorption coefficient in th
photorefractive crystal, we assume that the sum of the pu
s
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and mode lossless intensities is a constant all along the c
tal, and we normalize this sum to 1:

Ī 0~z!1 Ī q~z!51. ~7!

This leads to the following equation for the mode intens
@9#:

d Īq~z!

dz
5h Ī q~z!@12 Ī q~z!# ~8!

with h5G sinf, whereG is the crystal gain at the activ
frequencyn. Thus the space evolution of the intensities
the crystal can be approximated by

I q~z!5
I q~0!

I q~0!1@12I q~0!#exp~2hz!
exp~2az!, ~9a!

I 0~z!5exp~2az!2I q~z!. ~9b!

Concerning the phase evolution,@9# shows that it can be
approximated by

cq~z!2cq~0!5
h8

h
lnS Ī q~z!

Ī q~0!
D ~10!

with 2h85G cosf. Figure 3 shows the typical evolution o
intensities inside the crystal, as a function ofz, obtained with
Eq. ~9!, for different values of the gainG. Note that in these
equations, the independent variablez is rescaled by a facto
cosu, where 2u is the angle between the pump and mo
beams, typically 2.631022 rad. Thus cosu is almost equal to
1. Other parameters are typical of our experiments~see cap-
tion of the figure!. For a given gainG, the value ofI q(0)
determines that ofI q( l ), and, therefore, the net gaingn
5I q( l )/I q(0) of the crystal. In stationary regime,gn must
compensate exactly for the cavity losses@gn(12P)51#,
and each value ofI q(0) corresponds to a unique value of th
gain. Using Eq.~9a! in the expression ofgn , we obtain

G52
1

l sinf
lnS I q~0!2I max

I q~0!21 D ~11!

FIG. 3. Theoretical evolution of intensities in the crystal. T
solid lines ~dashed line! represent the evolution ofI q(z) @ I 0(z)#.
The gain is ~a! G55 cm21, ~b! G510 cm21, and ~c! G
520 cm21. Other parameters aref5p/4, a50.6 cm21, I q(0)
50.01, andG510 cm21 for I 0(z).
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1682 PRA 60RAMON HERRERO AND DANIEL HENNEQUIN
with

I max5
exp~2a l !

gn
. ~12!

Figure 4 shows the gain value necessary to obtain an in
sity I q(0) with 75% cavity losses, as in our cavity. The i
tensity grows with the gain, but intensities larger thanI max
cannot be obtained. In this last case, the pump intensity is
sufficient to generate the energy exchange necessary to r
I q( l ). On the other hand, the effective gainG of the crystal
depends critically on the active frequency, typically
@9–11#

G~n!5
1

G0
211~apDnp!21~12Dnp /Dn0p!2

, ~13!

whereDnp5n2np , G0 is the maximum gain~i.e., the gain
at n0), andap is the slope of the curve atn5np . ap , G0, and
n0 depend mainly on the crystal characteristics and the a
between the pump beam and the cavity axis. Therefore,
pressions~11! and~13! link the emission frequency with th
emission intensity, in an asymmetrical way, as shown in F
5. This asymmetry is inherent to that of the gain as a funct
of the emission frequency. Through Fig. 5 we have now
relation between the active frequency of the oscillator and

FIG. 4. Theoretical gain valueG necessary to obtainI q(0) at the
crystal input. Parameters aref5p/4 andP575%.

FIG. 5. Output intensity of the OPG as a function of the act
frequency. Parameters aref5p/4, P575%, a50.6 cm21, G0

510 cm21, Dn0p51 Hz, andap52. The three previous param
eters have been obtained by fitting an experimental curve of
gain as a function of the frequency.
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.
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emission intensity. This relation has been obtained using
properties of the crystal and the relation of self-consiste
of the field inside the cavity.

Let us now come back to the mechanism of frequen
adjustment in the OPG. Figure 6 shows a plot ofDn q̄ as a
function of I q(0) obtained by using Eqs.~6!, ~9!, and ~10!.
This curve does not correspond to the stationary regime
the OPG, because the gainG has been fixed, while the rea
gain depends on the intensity, as we have seen in Eq.~11!.
However, this curve already shows a crucial property of
frequency pulling in OPG: the zero frequency pulling do
not correspond to the maximum intensity, and the curve
detuning as a function of intensity is completely asymmet
positive ~negative! frequency pulling corresponds to larg
~small! intensities. Let us give a first analysis of the mech
nisms leading to oscillation in an OPG. For a given cav
detuningdq , a necessary condition to have a significant g
is a frequency pulling ofDnq.d, because the gain linewidth
is very narrow. Following Fig. 6, this value corresponds to
unique intensityI q(0). In thestationary regime, this intensity
must correspond to a gain compensating exactly the ca
losses. Therefore, the stationary regime appears to re
from a self-adjustment of the intensity with the cavity detu
ing. This adjustment can occur only via an adjustment of
gain, i.e., of then2n0 value.

To obtain the dependence of the active frequency with
detuning, we inject the equations corresponding to Fig. 5
those corresponding to Fig. 6. The result is shown in Fig
for two different values off. We see that one can define a
active detuning interval, i.e., a detuning interval on which
the OPG oscillates: for detuning values inside this interv
two active frequencies are compatible with oscillation. O
side it, the corresponding cavity mode cannot oscillate,
cause the necessary pulling does not correspond to a re
able intensity ~e.g., the required gain is too large!. The
parameterf appears to be critical, but only concerning th
width of the active detuning interval. For example,f50.3
corresponds to a value relatively closer from a singularity~as
described in@9#! thanf5p/4, and the active detuning inter
val is larger. The choice between the two possible act
frequencies results from a stability criterion. Introducing t
gain dependence on the intensity@Eq. ~11!# in Fig. 6, we
obtain the real variation ofDn q̄ with I q(0) ~Fig. 8!. The
stability of the active frequencyn can be deduced throug
e

FIG. 6. Plot of the frequency pullingDnq as a function of the
intensity I q(0) in the cavity. Solid~dashed! line corresponds toG
510 cm21 (5 cm21). Other parameters are those of Fig. 3.
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PRA 60 1683ANOMALOUS FREQUENCY PULLING IN THE . . .
Fig. 8 and Fig. 5: considering perturbations of a given f
quency, the successive iterations between both figures s
an amplification~unstable case! or an attenuation~stable
case! of the perturbation. Lower~higher! frequencies thann0
appear to be stable~unstable! for the f5p/4. This result is
general for 0,f,p/2, while forp/2,f,p lower ~higher!
frequencies thann0 are unstable~stable!. For p,f,2p,
the gain is negative. Moreover the frequency pulling is ne
tive for 0,f,f1 and p/2,f,f2 and positive forf1
,f,p/2 andf2,f,p, wheref1 andf2 depend on the
OPG parameters. In this way, the frequency pulling in O
oscillators appears to be totally different from those of lase
First, the resonance is not particularly favorable to the os
lation. It is the gain value rather than the detuning that fix

FIG. 7. Plot of the active frequencynq8 as a function of the
frequency pulling. Note that in the stationary regime, frequen
pulling is almost equal to detuning, and, therefore, these curves
also the dependence ofnq8 with d. The phase isF5p/4 and F
50.3 in ~a! and~b!, respectively. Other parameters are those of F
3.

FIG. 8. Frequency pullingDn q̄ as a function ofI q(0). In this
figure, contrary to the plot of Fig. 6, the gain is not fixed, but tak
its real value depending onI q(0). Parameters are those of Fig. 6
-
ow

-

s.
l-
s

the frequency range in which the OPG oscillates and a sp
tacular consequence is that frequency pulling has a fi
sign, depending only on thef angle. Another consequence
that the active detuning interval does not containa priori n0,
and so when several modes are competing, the oscilla
one is nota priori the most resonant one.

We found in the above paragraph that monomode the
predicts very unusual properties for frequency pulling in
OPG, namely, an asymmetry in the emission intensity a
function of the detuning, and a constant sign frequency p
ing. We describe in the following some experimental obs
vations confirming these theoretical results. Some proper
of the multimode behavior are also experimentally studi
We show in particular that the properties of frequency pu
ing in OPG can lead to surprising behavior, as, e.g., a
creasing of the output intensity of the OPG while the los
are decreased.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The present experiments have been realized with the
ity described above, corresponding toDnL5224 MHz and
Rn.3. In this case, as the cavity detuningd5nq2n0 is
swept, three zones are successively encountered, w
modes withq53n, q53n11, andq53n12 ~n is a inte-
ger! are resonant. When the Fresnel number is high enou
these zones first join, and then mix together@1#. At a low
Fresnel number, typicallyNF&3; only q50, q51, andq
52 families are encountered. Thanks to the choice ofRn

.3, the three families are separated byDnL/3, which is the
maximum frequency separation allowed for these mo
families, making easier the analysis as a function of the
quency. For a given mode family, asd is varied, the total
intensity of the pattern first grows, reaches a maximum,
creases, and finally vanishes. An example of such an ev
tion is given in Fig. 9~a! for theq51 family: the asymmetry
theoretically predicted appears clearly. Thed origin is arbi-
trarily chosen at the maximum of the curve. Note that
technical reasons, the asymmetry is smoothed: because
active stabilization of the cavity is less efficient when t
detuning is swept, we had to record these curves in a r
tively short time~typically 30 s!, so that the growing edge o
the curve appears less stiff than it really is.

Figure 9~b! shows the way the beam frequency evolves
the same interval. The frequency origin is chosen at
maximum signal frequencyn0, in this particular case at 1.3
Hz from np , while thed origin is the same as in Fig. 9~a!. It
appears on this example that asd is tuned, the beam fre
quency grows fromnmin.0 Hz ~i.e., 1.37 Hz fromnp) to
nmax.11 Hz ~i.e., 2.37 Hz fromnp). Thus not only the
emission frequency exhibits a severe asymmetry when
frequency cavity is tuned, but also the frequency appear
be always on the opposite side ofn0 as compared tonp . This
behavior agrees with the results deduced from Figs. 7 an
It appears whatever the direction of the detuning variati
and is general in the present experimental setup. In our
servations, the emission frequency is sometimes betweenp
andn0, sometimes on the other side ofn0. This depends on
several parameters, as the cavity length, the crystal gain
the angle 2u between the pump and cavity beams. We ha
not found a simple rule to determine from these parame
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1684 PRA 60RAMON HERRERO AND DANIEL HENNEQUIN
on which side will be the frequency pulling, but this is n
surprising as, from theoretical predictions, it depends onf,
and this phase is not directly accessible in the experime

We showed in the theoretical section that as a con
quence of the preceding results, when several modes
present, the oscillating mode is not necessarily the clo
from n0. We give in the following some observed behavio
resulting from this property. Let us look at what happe
when for a given detuning, the Fresnel number is increa
In most cases, a mode appears as soon as the Fresnel nu
becomes large enough, and its intensity increases as a
tion of NF . However, more complicated behaviors are o

FIG. 9. Evolution of~a! the output intensity and~b! the emission
frequency of the OPG as the cavity detuning is swept.DnL5196
MHz andRn53. The pattern emitted is theq51 mode. The origins
of detunings and frequencies are chosen at the resonance ofq
51 mode.

FIG. 10. Intensity emitted by the OPG as a function of t
Fresnel number. Detuning is close to the maximum emission in
sity of theq52 modes, slightly shifted towards theq50 emission
area. Other parameters are that of Fig. 1. For 0.5,NF,1.1, the
pattern is the H00 mode. AboveNF51.6, the pattern is first the H02

mode, then transforms continuously in the A10 mode. The dashed
lines do not result from a fit: they have been added to make ea
the reading of the figure.
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e-
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s
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served, as illustrated in Fig. 10, obtained for theq52 family.
The corresponding detuning is that of the maximum pow
emission of theq52 mode atNF*2, but shifted of some
MHz ~less than 10! in the direction of theq50 family. With-
out changing this cavity detuning, we increase the Fres
number from 0 to 5 to obtain the diagram shown in Fig. 1
where the output intensity of the OPG is plotted as a funct
of the Fresnel number. The same behavior is observed w
NF is decreased~we did not observe any hysteresis!. For
NF,0.5, the diffraction losses are so high that no emiss
occurs. For 0.5,NF,1.1, the H00 mode appears and its in
tensity increases with the Fresnel number. AsNF is still in-
creased, i.e., the losses are decreased, the H00 mode intensity
decreases until, atNF51.4, it vanishes completely. Finally
at NF51.6, the oscillation starts again, but on the H02 mode.
Further increasing the Fresnel number, the intensity of02

increases, but is replaced progressively by the Lague
Gauss mode A10. This behavior is quite unexpected in a
optical oscillator: usually, the emission starts for a giv
Fresnel number, and then the intensity increases monot
cally as the Fresnel number is increased.

To analyze this behavior, let us distinguish its differe
anomalies:~i! for NF.1.6, the intensity grows as a functio
of NF , but the pattern changes progressively from H02 to A10
and~ii ! while the detuning is fixed, the active mode depen
on NF : it is theq52 mode for highNF , and theq50 mode
for low NF . Moreover, for 1.1,NF,1.6, the intensity of the
OPG decreases, and even vanishes.

The first point~i! is easily explained by the presence
astigmatism, which lifts the frequency degeneracy of mo
inside a family. If the H02 and H20 modes have not exactly
the same frequency, the separation between the frequen
each mode and the gain frequencyn0 is also different, and,
therefore, one mode is favored as compared to the other
When the diffraction losses become negligible, i.e., at a h
Fresnel number, this difference no longer plays any role,
the Laguerre mode appears. More generally, if the Fres
number is chosen larger than 3, modes of other fami
could also appear. Figure 11~a! shows what happens on
larger range ofNF in the case where the cavity detuning
chosen at theq51 family, but slightly shifted to the H00
mode. The mode appearing forNF*2.5 can be either one o
the HG modes or one of the LG modes, depending on
alignment of the cavity, and, therefore, on the astigmatis
WhenNF becomes larger than 5, a saturation of the intens
is observed. More generally, after a Fresnel number wh
value depends on the concerned mode family, the inten
could even decrease. This effect does not correspond
decreasing of the emission power, but to a change in
spatial extension of the pattern, due to the appearance of
modes inside it. Moreover, when the Fresnel number is
increased, the patterns may become nonstationary. Fi
11~b! shows how the beam frequency evolves as a func
of the Fresnel number. FromNF52.5, it increases untilNF
55: the frequency pulling appears to depend on the Fre
number. This behavior is also observed in lasers: whenNF
increases, losses decrease, and, therefore,Dnq decreases. In
the present case, the mechanism is similar, asDnq depend
implicitly from losses, through the self-consistence conditi
of the field after a round trip in the cavity. ForNF.5, it is
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more complicated to analyze the behavior as the system
comes multimode.

The second point~ii !, i.e., the fact that different mode
oscillate for the same detuning and differentNF , is typical
from the OPG. It results from the fact that the active detu
ing interval depends on the cavity losses and, for modes w
different shapes, from the parameterf q . Therefore, whenNF
is varied, this interval varies, and if the detuning is fixed,
in Fig. 10, different modes are successively observed.
decreasing of the intensity, and even the dark zone for
,NF,1.6, are a consequence of that frequency shift of
active detuning interval. Figure 12 shows an enlargemen
Fig. 10 with the corresponding emission frequencies~the
points are not exactly the same as this is another set of
perimental measurements!: as NF is increased,n2n0 first
decreases as the pattern intensity increases. AsNF still in-
creases, the pattern intensity starts to decrease, as desc
above, butn2n0 starts to increase. This means that start
from low NF , the frequency pulling increases, the emiss
frequencyn comes close ton0, and then, asNF is still in-
creased,n goes farther fromn0. This behavior is deeply
different from that observed in lasers: although the losses
mode H00 decrease, its intensity decreases and finally v
ishes. As discussed in the previous section, this is well
plained by the process of frequency pulling in the OP
because the stationary regime results from a unique com
nation between the intensity and the frequency pulling,
intensity cannot take any value as the losses are decre

FIG. 11. Behavior of the OPG when cavity detuning is tun
close to the maximum emission intensity of theq51 modes,
slightly shifted towards theq50 emission area. Other paramete
are that of Fig. 1. In~a! intensity emitted by the OPG as a functio
of the Fresnel number and~b! frequency of the output beam as
function of the Fresnel number. Note that for Fresnel numb
larger than 10 the emitted pattern is made of several modes.
frequency indicated in the figure is in this case that correspond
to the wider mode. The dashed lines do not result from a fit: t
have been added to make the reading of the figure easier.
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and the shift of the active detuning interval can lead to
decrease of the emitted intensity. Unfortunately, the theo
ical analysis performed until now concerns only monomo
cases. To describe more precisely this behavior, it is ne
sary to use a multimode model. It is not in the scope of t
paper to check quantitatively theoretical predictions, but t
could be the subject of a future work.

The behavior described above has been observed in
similar situation. In particular, in the case of a similar cav
(Rn53), the same behavior occurs when the detuning
chosen at theq52 family, but shifted in the direction of the
q51 family, or when it is chosen at theq51 family, and
shifted to the H00 mode~Fig. 11!.

V. CONCLUSION

Although OPG exhibit many similarities with lasers,
particular concerning their dynamics, fundamental diffe
ences appear in the details of the mechanisms leadin
these behaviors, in particular concerning their emission
quency. We have shown in this paper that because of
very narrow bandwidth of the OPG, a very large pulling
the empty cavity modes frequency occurs towards the m
mum gain frequency. This pulling has an expression qu
different from that encountered in lasers, leading to origi
behaviors in OPG. We have shown in particular that
frequency pulling is essentially of constant sign, so that
emission frequency of pulled modes is always on the sa
side as compared to the maximum gain frequency. We a
show that the particular properties of the frequency pulling
OPG may lead to paradoxal behavior, as a decreasing o
emitted intensity when the losses are decreased. An o
question is now to know what are the consequences of th
effects on the oscillator dynamics. If—as we can suppos
they are not negligible, it is necessary to develop more
curate OPG models than the class-A model. A first s
could be to make a bimodal model that should help in det
ing the interpretations given here: this could be the objec
future studies.
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